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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 400, Sunday June 1, 2014
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk
Insidious 7 of 10

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

The 7 of 10 plate movements are proceeding as predicted, though slowed by the Council of
World to allow the common man to become aware of the pending passage and thus to have
the opportunity to take action to help others. Or not. The Earth is considered a school house,
and for many the coming Pole Shift is a final exam. Service-to-Others or Service-to-Self, you
decide, and actions speak louder than words. Recently the S American roll has been obvious,
with quakes all up and down the Andes and on all sides of the Caribbean Plate.

Reports on India sinking are incessant, as noted in Issue 394 of this newsletter on April 20,
2014. As India sinks, the eastern edge of the Indo-Australian Plate rises, heaving over the
Pacific Plate to the east. This rise also announces itself on the earthquake sites, with this
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eastern edge of the plate outlined in red circles almost daily. But where the Mariana Trench is
closing, collapsing as the Philippine and tiny Mariana Plates tilt and fold against each other,
there is another that is deepening! An insidious change.

Lost! Deep-Diving ROV Implodes 6 Miles Beneath the Sea
May 12, 2014
http://www.livescience.com/45525-rov-implodes-in-kermadec-trench
A hybrid remotely operated vehicle (ROV) dubbed Nereus was lost while diving 6.2 miles
(10 km) beneath the sea surface in a deep trench northeast of New Zealand on Saturday
(May 10), representatives for the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution have confirmed.
The trench runs northeast from the North Island of New Zealand to the Louisville
Seamount Chain and was formed by a process called subduction, in which the Pacific
(tectonic) Plate dives beneath the Indo-Australian Plate. This isn't Nereus' first gig,
either. The ROV is one of just four submersibles ever to reach the ocean's deepest spot
within the Mariana Trench, and had also explored the world's deepest known
hydrothermal vents in the Caribbean Sea.
ZetaTalk Explanation 5/17/2014: The Kermadec Trench is located just off the edge of the
rising Indo-Australian Plate. This edge rises while the other end, holding India, sinks, pushed
under the Himalayas. These plate dynamics force the Pacific Plate in that region to dive or
subduct under the plate holding New Zealand. Though the Indo-Australian Plate rises there,
this rise does not bring along the Pacific Plate, which overall loses elevation as the edge of
the rising Indo-Australian Plate gains mass from hardening magma encountering seawater.
But man, seeking a better look at the plate dynamics in this location and sending down a
ROV, assumed a fixed depth for the Kermadec Trench, and thus sending its probe to the
bottom, encountered a greater depth, a greater pressure, than expected. Thus, the ROV
imploded!

Climate Change Debate
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From the start of the ZetaTalk saga, the Zetas have stated that Global Warming caused by
manmade CO2 emissions was false and only a cover for the Earth changes caused by the
presence of Planet X, aka Nibiru. Per the Zetas, admitting this fact will never occur, as
lawsuits would crowd the courts and those responsible for the fraud would be humiliated.
ZetaTalk Comment 7/28/2012: Will an announcement by Obama on the nearby presence of
Planet X in the inner solar system be the death of the Global Warming disinformation
campaign? Since its birth, it has been about confusing the public, giving them an alternate
explanation for erratic weather. Never mind that the rise in earthquakes and volcanism could
not be explained by the Global Warming theories, nor the erratic tides. The story of the
Global Warming debacle is well known, from the scandal of confabulated data in 2009 to the
failure of the Global Warming models to explain the exponential rise in current Earth
changes. What now? Will the Global Warming advocates turn their palms up when Obama
announces the presence of Planet X, admitting they were a disinformation campaign all
along? Or will they bluster and insist there is no relationship. They will do the latter, as to
admit a disinformation campaign brings much backlash, not only anger toward those who
perpetrated the scheme but lawsuits for damages by those who were forced into expensive
retooling in order to reduce their carbon footprint. Unless there is a leak of emails showing
the participants knew they were foisting a lie upon the public, then energetic bluster and a
continuation of the current policies should be expected. The lie will continue.
When the erratic weather, rising seas, and melting poles occurred faster than the Global
Warming models, the establishment braced for public reaction to the announcement admitting
the near presence of Planet X. The term Global Warming was replaced with the term Climate
Change. Was anyone paying attention to the switch? Certainly the Republicans were not
placated. They represent corporate interests and the wealthy 1% who are resentful of the
carbon footprint legislation imposed to reduce CO2 emissions.

Republican Rubio: I Don't Believe in Climate Change and I'm Ready to be President
May 11, 2014
http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2014/05/11/Republican-Rubio
Part of Rubio's "clear vision" is to cut what he sees as wasteful spending on programs to
combat and curb climate change.
Al Gore Explains the Real Motivation Behind Republicans' Climate Change Denial
May 12, 2014
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/12/al-gore-republicans
Despite the release of a White House report detailing the devastating effects of global
warming already underway, many Republicans are unwavering in their belief that
humans play no role in climate change. Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), for instance, told
ABC News on Sunday that he does not "believe that human activity is causing these
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dramatic changes to our climate the way these scientists are portraying it." Former vice
president Al Gore says he sees the true motivation behind these remarks: currying favor
with Republican megadonors like Charles and David Koch.
Rand Paul: Science Behind Climate Change 'Not Conclusive'
April 23, 2014
http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/204235-paul-science-behind
Paul said the earth goes through periods of time when the climate changes, but he's "not
sure anybody exactly knows why. I'm not saying that theory is right or wrong. What I
would say is there is something that all of us should be in favor of and that is we should
minimize pollution.” Paul went on to blast the growing amount of "onerous regulations"
on emissions.
ZetaTalk Comment 5/17/2014: Where admitting the existence of Nibiru was deemed a
National Security issue in the past, thus Reagan’s Executive Order requiring a denial by
observatories and astronomers and NASA, what the Global Warming crowd did was beyond
denial. If NASA invented a blame-the-Sun scenario, this at most was just an alternative
perpetrator – blaming the Sun rather than Planet X. But the Global Warming explanation
resulted in regulations and laws, and thus lawsuits demanding compensation to corporations
can be expected. Al Gore, as a private individual, and the UN and British scientists
participated. Assassinations in the UK have resulted, as the guilty anticipate this pointed
rage.
What is the likely outcome? After the announcement those scientists who have contested the
basis for the Global Warming theory from the start will announce that they have been
vindicated. The loudest howls will come from corporations who have been required to reduce
their carbon footprint or pay fines. Since government entities cannot ordinarily be sued unless
neglect or malfeasance can be proven, these lawsuits will be turned toward the fraudsters
instead. The UN and Al Gore can claim they were misled by the British scientists, who have
already been shown to have manipulated the data. Regulations requiring corporate fees and
fines will likely be reversed. But since the actual effect of carbon emissions cannot be
established, the debate will not be allowed to end.
Claims that the world’s scientists support the Global Warming premise have long been
countered by claims from scientists that their arguments were suppressed and those scientists
not going along with the official line punished by loss of jobs or grants. This debate has hardly
been eliminated, it seems, and is now heating up again.
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Study Suggesting Global Warming is Exaggerated was Rejected for Publication in Respected
Journal
May 16, 2013
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2630023/Study-suggesting-global-warming
The research, if made public, would be a huge challenge to the finding of the UN’s
Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change (IPCC), that the global average
temperature would rise by up to 4.5C if greenhouse gases in the atmosphere were
allowed to double.
Climate McCarthyism: The Scandal Grows
May 16, 2013
http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-London/2014/05/16/Climate-McCarthyism
As the emails leaked in 2009 made abundantly clear, the organised suppression of
sceptical papers in learned journals by the alarmist establishment has long been rife
within the field of climate science. The greatest and most expensive scientific scandal in
history, in which a cabal of lavishly grant-funded, activist-scientists from Britain to
Australia, Germany to the US, has exaggerated the evidence for "man-made global
warming" and attempted ruthlessly to suppress the work of sceptical scientists who
dispute the "consensus."
If panic among those responsible for the cover-up over the pending passage of Nibiru, ala
Planet X is palpable, fearing the public’s rage, panic in anticipation of public panic is likewise
palpable. French Minister Fabius blurted out a 500 days prediction, and later could not explain
this statement. Is he expecting that the public will be fully aware of the pending devastation
by that time, no longer placated by statements from politicians that the passage will have a
minimal effect on the globe? Meanwhile, the public is being introduced to the concept of
rising seas along the world’s coastlines.
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Countdown to ‘Chaos’: Diplomat Predicts How Many Days We Have Left Before Climate
Disaster
May 13, 2014
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2014/05/13/countdown-to-chaos
French Foreign Minister Lauren Fabius started the countdown to climate change
disaster, speaking in Washington before a meeting with American counterpart Secretary
of State John Kerry. And we have – as I said, we have 500 days to avoid climate chaos,
and I know that President Obama and John Kerry himself are committed on this subject.
This is what the United States looks like after a 10 Foot Sea Level Rise
May 13, 2014
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2014/05/13/this-is-what-the-united-states-looks-like
New research indicates that climate change has already triggered an unstoppable decay
of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. The projected decay will lead to at least 4 feet of
accelerating global sea level rise within the next two-plus centuries, and at least 10 feet
of rise in the end. What does the U.S. look like with an ocean that is 10 feet higher? The
radically transformed map would lose 28,800 square miles of land, home today to 12.3
million people.
ZetaTalk Insight 5/17/2014: Heads of State have known about the pending passage of Planet
X, aka Nibiru, since the Fall of 2003 when Bush informed them at an international conference
in France. Now that ZetaTalk has gained validity and the Earth changes have worsened, most
Heads of State have made personal plans and depending upon their personal integrity and
ability to influence their countrymen, have made plans for their country. Heading into the
announcement, many have likewise braced for a reaction in the public, which at a minimum is
expected to be demands from tax payers for rescue. The most typical plan is to reassure the
public that change will be slow, and with minimal impact. Mankind will have time to adjust.
Thus all should stay in their jobs, stay in their homes, and society should continue as before.
Nervous Heads of State with access to official reports on the pace of change, such as from
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NASA and NOAA, are only human and thus the 500 days comment nervously blurted by
Minister Fabius.
500 days will mean two growing seasons for the Northern Hemisphere, where most of the
world’s population lives. Rampant starvation may be in process by that time. 500 days will
mean more polar melt such that all the cities at sea level will begin being inundated. Make a
list of the cities that would be affected by only a slight increase in sea level to see what Heads
of State might be in a panic – Paris, London, St. Petersburg, New York, Miami, Buenos Aires,
Los Angeles, Sydney, and Hong Kong to name just a few. Mankind has estimated that sea
level will rise 200 feet if the ice on the poles and Greenland melt, and this appears to be in
process!

Snake Mythology
Snake mythology in general depicts the snake as neither good or bad, and often as a protector
or even a god. So what is the origin of the snake as the personification of evil, as in the
Garden of Eden, or as someone being deceptive being a “snake in the grass”? Per the Zetas,
the association of snakes with evil has its origins with the Annunaki.

Sheshnag (5 Headed Snake): Myth or Reality
August 17, 2012
http://www.boldsky.com/yoga-spirituality/faith-mysticism/2012/
Snakes are considered holy by Hindus. They are revered through festivals like Nag
Panchami and worshipped via the Snake-goddess Manasa.
Medusa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medusa
In Greek mythology Medusa ("guardian, protectress") was a monster, a Gorgon,
generally described as having the face of a hideous human female with living venomous
snakes in place of hair. Gazing directly into her eyes would turn onlookers to stone.
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Snakes in Chinese Mythology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snakes_in_Chinese_mythology
Snakes often appear in myth, religion, legend, or tales as a fantastic beings unlike any
possible real snake, often having a mix of snake with other body parts, such as having a
human head, or magical abilities, such as shape shifting.

Caduceus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caduceus
The caduceus is the staff carried by Hermes in Greek mythology. The same staff was also
borne by heralds in general, for example by Iris, the messenger of Hera. It is a short staff
entwined by two serpents, sometimes surmounted by wings. In Roman iconography it was
often depicted being carried in the left hand of Mercury, the messenger of the gods, guide
of the dead and protector of merchants, shepherds, gamblers, liars, and thieves.
ZetaTalk Comment 5/24/2014: Snake symbolism is associated in antiquity with the
Annunaki, the Sumerian Caduceus including the Winged Globe, for instance. The Annunaki
had an alliance with Service-to-Self aliens, who provided the Annunaki with the ability to lift
heavy rocks in their structures on Earth, the better to intimidate early man whom the
Annunaki had enslaved. This alliance formed the basis for the quarantine the Council of
Worlds eventually imposed, so that man could have a balanced spiritual environment during
its 3rd density experience.
The major Service-to-Self influence upon the Annunaki is a 4th density life form that looks like
a short, fat snake. It can manipulate gravity but uses more dexterous slaves for other tasks.
What does the prevalence of snake symbolism dating to ancient times, in association with
Gold, imply? Mankind’s past with the Annunaki is preserved in their stone structures,
including the Great Pyramids, and in mythology. Where visitations with aliens today are only
recorded in the subconscious, a rule imposed by the Council of Worlds to reduce anxiety in
man during the Awakening, in the past conscious contact with aliens was allowed. Thus man
saw the Annunaki accompanied by the fat snakes they had as allies, and correctly associated
them with conquest, enslavement, and everything evil the Annunaki were imposing upon
mankind.
Mankind’s obsession with Gold also has a connection with the Annunaki, as they mined for
Gold to puff into the atmosphere of their home planet, Nibiru, where it helped to reflect heat
and light back to the planet on its long sojourn in dark, cold space. El Dorado was just a
staging point for the pickup.
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Midas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas
The most famous King Midas is popularly remembered in Greek mythology for his ability
to turn everything he touched with his hand into gold.
Gold
http://www.egyptianmyths.net/gold.htm
Gold was considered by the ancient Egyptians to be a divine and indestructible metal. It
was associated with the brilliance of the sun. The skin of the deities was believed to be
golden.
Gold Mythology
March 13, 2014
http://www.ehow.com/facts_6749231_gold-mythology.html
Gold possesses a significant place in the mythology of several indigenous South
American tribes. Incan mythology holds that gold was the sweat of the sun. Societies in
other continents associated South America itself with a gold-related legend. Around the
16th century, Europeans believed that the mythical land of gold, El Dorado, existed
somewhere in present day Colombia.
ZetaTalk Explanation 10/15/1995: The obsession with Gold is not natural to man, it is a
habit mankind picked up from the visitors from the 12th Planet. What about Gold makes it so
cherished? Platinum is as tarnish free, silver and copper as malleable, and yet Gold is
accepted as a metal more precious than others, more desirable, a metal to die for. This
attitude toward Gold, passed as a heritage from generation to generation, was impressed on
mankind from those who had to have Gold, and did not hesitate to kill for it. Where mankind
uses Gold for adornment or as a medium of exchange, the visitors from the 12th Planet were
collecting Gold for survival. Their home planet, on its long orbit out in space, is subjected to
atmospheric abrasion. Thus, the visitors from the 12th Planet came to Earth on a search, a
mining mission, and were intent on raping the Earth of its relatively abundant Gold and using
its primitive hominoids, humans, as slaves to do so. It was impressed upon mankind early that
Gold was the ruler's due, and death fell to he who hoarded or withheld it. El Dorado, the lost
City of Gold, was a staging point where the space ships used as shuttles were loaded and sent
aloft at the appropriate time. Since this time only arrived once every 3,657 years, on average,
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a lot of Gold stacked up. Long after the visitors from the 12th Planet left the Earth, having
been quarantined, the humans who had heard the stories from those who made deliveries to
El Dorado searched for this City of Gold. They search still.
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